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The first part of any YouTube account request you make is a playlist resource. A playlist
resource represents a playlist. A playlist is a collection of videos that can be viewed

sequentially and shared with other users. A playlist can contain up to 200 videos, and
YouTube does not limit the number of playlists that each user creates. By default, playlists are
publicly visible to other users, but playlists can be public or private. You can retrieve the list of

videos in a playlist resource as a playlistItems.list call, which will return a collection of
playlistItems resources. Each playlistItem resource represents a video that has been added to

a playlist. You can use the videoId field in the playlistItems resource to link directly to that
video. You can retrieve the playlist resource for that playlist from the playlistItems.list call by
supplying the playlistId value in the pageToken parameter. A person resource represents an
individual that you manage, such as your manager, assistant, or assistant's assistant. You

may have multiple person resources that are associated with a single YouTube account, but
for simplicity, we refer to all such resources as a person resource in this documentation.
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Before allowing a user to send an
ACTION_SEND intent, YouTube

takes into account the following
factors: Whether the user has the

YouTube app installed, and
whether the user has given the

YouTube app permission to
access the user's account

Whether the user is logged in to
the YouTube account Whether

the user is online (i.e., has a valid
IP address) This information is

used to prevent dangerous
requests. As soon as a user
begins interacting with the

service through a BOT, only the
bot has access to the user's

account data. If a user wishes to
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revoke the bot's access to their
account (or other account

information), the user must log
into the user's account in the
YouTube app and go to the

YouTube app's settings . The
other BOT scenarios include

'private' BOTs and BOTs with tied
accounts. You can create a
'private' BOT by using your

YouTube account credentials and
no other user account

information. A 'private' BOT's
access to the user's account

information is closely controlled
and restricted. A BOT with tied

accounts is authorized to use the
user's account information, but it

cannot interact with the user's
account as part of the sending

process. Note that you can limit
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which videos a particular
YouTube account can comment
on or like, and whether another

user can see which videos you've
liked or commented on. See the

documentation on
commentThread resource listing

for details. youtube videos
contain very useful information,
such as movies, photos, posters,
backgrounds, and more. you can
download all the videos you like
at any time on your pc or mac.

the links below will help you
download all of your favorite

videos from youtube.
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